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Its hard to believe that the Drought & Fires that severely impacted
so many of us in the Southern Highlands for past two years is
finally over and we are now experiencing an exceptional Spring
season where above average rainfall is forecast to continue through
to March 21.

La Niña thresholds have been met due to continued cooling in the
central and eastern equatorial Pacific waters in the last month. The
atmospheric and ocean conditions have both exceeded La Niña
thresholds, with the current Nino3.4 index registering a value of
-0.68 and the Southern Oscillation Index is +9.5, now well over the
La Niña threshold of +7.
The majority of models predict that La Niña will peak in December,
with all eight models predicting the event will last until January and
5 of 8 models to March. The strength of the La Niña event has
increased since last month, however at this stage the event is not
expected to be as strong as the 2010-2012 La Niña.

La Niña typically favours periods of positive SAM, which can
increase the amount of precipitation along the eastern half of the
country, due to prevailing onshore winds. The combination of La
Niña and negative IOD (Indian Ocean Dipole) conditions increase
the likelihood of above normal precipitation in spring and summer
across much of Australia. In terms of precipitation over Australia,
the remainder of spring looks wetter than normal for much of
Australia. La Niña typically increases the number of cyclones and
brings an early start to the northern wet season.
The Southern Highlands has recorded an average of 355 mm of
rainfall in Winter and 185 mm of rain so far in Spring with more
rainfall forecast in November.
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Above average Rainfall to continue

through to March

EXCEPTIONAL RAINFALL

OR AD SPACE HERE...

Welcome to the first edition of our
new Bowral Cooperative newspaper

“All Seasons”.
This new version of communication

to our Members and Customers
replaces our previous monthly

newsletter.

All Seasons will be distributed at the
beginning of each new season and
will contain valuable information
across relevant topics to assist you
in planning for the Season ahead.

The newspaper will continue to
evolve as we look to expand the

content and include specialist
contributors who can provide
expertise in their field. In this
edition, we introduce Alastair
Rayner to our Members and

Customers. Alastair has extensive
knowledge and a long background

working in the beef industry.

We will also be utilizing the
newspaper to include profiles of our

Members and Staff and the
newspaper includes a classified

section where we will promote those
Members with business services.

We hope you enjoy the first edition
of All Seasons which will be
available via email or you can
collect your hard copy in store.

Robyn Dove
Pines Pastoral has been a
Member of the Bowral

Cooperative since July 1997.
Robyn has been a very supportive
member of the Cooperative and
we thank her for the loyalty over

many years.

Pines Pastoral is situated near the
the town of Moss Vale and is a

700 acre farm run by Robyn and
Ingrid, who have a real

commitment to producing quality
produce. With a large strong herd
of world-renowned Black Angus
cows the main production is beef.
Pines Pastoral has an annual Bull
sale and this year 21 quality bulls

were presented for sale.
In addition to the Angus breeding

program, Pines Pastoral offers
holiday accommodation which

consists of six tastefully
converted cottages. All cottages
have fully equipped kitchens and

log fires you can enjoy with a
locally produce glass of wine.

In addition to the
accommodation, Pines Pastoral
also offer walking tours of the

property where you can
experience the beauty of the

property.
For more information on Pines

Pastoral please visit their website:
thepinespastoral.com.au

MEMBER IN PROFILE
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Believe it or not there is an art and some science to minimising risk when attempting to renovate your pasture and improve

the carrying capacity of your farm. Failing to plan your program for renovating a paddock is planning to fail. Given the

current price of cattle it has never been more important that risk of pasture and crop establishment is minimised and

performance is maximised. A healthy, high performance pasture or crop will give your cattle or sheep the highest potential

to gain weight quickly allowing the best return possible from your land.

So how do we go about creating the pasture or crop we need whilst mitigating risk? Follow the formula…

1. Determining which paddocks to Renovate

Paddocks that are under performing and are not responding to favourable seasonal conditions and/or fertiliser

applications should be first on the list. Pastures that are not utilising rainfall and good soil fertility to create biomass are

costing you money. If these paddocks also have a high weed burden that constantly requires either chemical or mechanical

control this is compounding the loss of return from this paddock. A good performing pasture in the Southern highlands

and Illawarra area should be able to carry at least 2-4 steers per hectare gaining 0.8 to 1.5kg of weight per day.

So, why would your pasture be under performing? Normally there isn’t one factor that is responsible for the failure of a

pasture but they all generally revolve around management. These factors include nutrient deficiencies (inadequate

fertiliser applications), loss of plant numbers (caused by overgrazing or inadequate recovery periods post grazing), or weed

infestation (likely to be cause by a combination of all of the above). Environmental conditions will play a role but generally

management is a bigger issue and we can actually control our management strategy, unlike the weather.

The Formula for Successful Pasture and Crop Establishment

TOP LEFT: Paddock overgrown with weeds

TOP RIGHT: Sowing a paddock

2. Soil Testing

Once you have decided which paddocks are

under-performing and need to be renovated,

it is critical to understand the soil type and

the level of fertility you are working with. A

soil test is an inexpensive way of gaining

this critical data for your renovation plan.

The pasture soil test we recommend will tell

us the pH (which affects the availability of

nutrients in the soil for plants), Organic

Carbon % (indicating how healthy the soil is,

its ability to hold water, and ability to

supply mineralised nutrient), and the level

of macro-nutrients such as Nitrogen,

Phosphorus, Potassium and Sulphur.

Using the soil test, we construct a fertiliser

plan to address any issues that can be

helped by fertiliser application or use of soil

ameliorants (like lime to raise pH, or

gypsum to improve soil structure).

Choosing to skip the soil test means that

your decisions regarding soil treatment are

like a shot in the dark, and will more likely

than not end up costing you more money in

the long run, due to reduced productivity, in

addition to the cost of products that have

not worked.

3. Preparing the Paddock for Sowing

Preparing your paddock for sowing in today’s agricultural market isn’t quite as

simple as running the plough through and flicking out some seed. Margins have

tightened on all types of agricultural production, and it is now essential to find

cost-effective ways to get paddocks ready to sow. The old plough has been replaced

by the boom sprayer.

Chemical knockdown and fallow is a much cheaper option than rigorous

cultivation, and has the benefit of maintaining soil structure and Organic Carbon.

By strategically applying a glyphosate knockdown over Summer to kill off the

existing pasture and control weeds (chemical fallow), we can retain and build the

moisture level in the soil, capturing and storing rainfall prior to sowing without

wasting it on growing weeds.

This means that when the timing is right for sowing, we have a full moisture

profile for the new pasture or crop to establish without relying on immediate

rainfall. This is of particular benefit if you rely on contractor availability for

sowing.
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The Formula for Successful Pasture and Crop Establishment this Autumn

Con't.....

4. Seed Selection and Sowing

The main decision around picking what you are going to sow in your new paddock is based on

what soil improvements you’ve been able to make over summer and how you plan on utilising the

paddock through winter and into spring. A dirty paddock or one that has high weed burden in its

first year of renovation should be cropped with winter cereal or annual ryegrass avoiding too

many broadleaf species in any mix as this will limit herbicide options in crop to help tackle the

weeds throughout the season. If the paddock is likely to be grazed most annual or Italian ryegrass

like Ascend or Concord 2 would be ideal due to their multiple grazing regrowth potential. But, if

the paddock is unlikely to be grazed due to lack of stock at the time winter cereals like grazing

wheat or forage oats are a good option to a large yield, single cut silage crop.

If the paddock is relatively clean and the major issues were fertility related there could be an

argument that this area could be put straight back into perennial pasture, but an annual crop

would still be ideal here as annual species like cereals or annual ryegrass are more tolerant of

adverse soil conditions meaning the soil can still be reacting to the application of lime or fertiliser

applied over summer and not be ready for perennial species but an annual species will still thrive

in this soil. You would then sow your new perennial pasture the following autumn.

In regards sowing, try to use a direct drill wherever possible. Placing seed in the soil as opposed to

on top of the soil greatly increases its chances of survival by placing it away from the elements

hopefully into good moisture that will remain consistent for days at a time. If possible try to use

the right type of drill for your soil type too. Disc drills suit rocky, sandy soil as disturbance is kept

to a minimum which will help retain structure and organic carbon, whereas tyne drills are much

more suited to hard, heavy ground high in clay or loam.

5. Post Sowing/Emergence Management

Once you’ve got your seed in the ground and hopefully growing it is critical to pay attention to

anything causing potential stress to the pasture or crop like the emergence of any weed seedlings.

Seedling weeds are very easy to control with small amounts of relatively ‘soft’ chemical and if

controlled early will cause very little impact on the crop or pasture. A situation with emerging

weeds in a new pasture or crop rarely gets better with time. If you see new seedling weeds

emerging or you even suspect there may be weeds get in touch with us straight away as this issue

is much easier to solve early on. As the weeds get larger they become more difficult to control and

eventually can become impossible or economically unviable to control (i.e fireweed in flower).

Fertiliser is also critical in the early stages of a new pasture or crop in helping the plant to

establish. After applying your phosphorus at sowing with starter fertiliser nitrogen is crucial in

allowing the crop or pasture to reach row-closure or canopy closure as soon possible. The new

seedling will run out of its own supply of Nitrogen around 2 weeks post emergence and will look to

scavenge for nitrogen in the soil. By applying nitrogen here we make uptake for the new seedling

easy and thus speed up its growth rate enabling first grazing to occur much quicker and also a

better chance at shading out and weeds that may emerge in the pasture.

Undertaking a renovation of one or more of your paddocks may seem like a daunting task at first

but we are here to help from the first step all the way through the ongoing journey. If you have

any questions about how this formula fits with your property and how you can’t start getting your

farm more productive get in touch with us today to begin the process!
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Meet Alex:

Our Agronomist

Alex Good joined the Co-Op

Team in February 2018 as our

Agronomist after completing

a Bachlor Of Agricultural

Science at Charles Sturt

University, in Wagga.

Alex comes from a Dairy

background, coming from a

farm that concluded dairy in

2005 and he now runs a

commercial beef farm with

his family in Kangaroo Valley.

Alex’s main responsibilities at

the Co-op (in conjunction with

the Produce and Retail teams)

include:

Soil sampling and analysis

Sowing plans

Herbicide recommendations

Procurement of seed,

fertiliser and herbicide.

Alex also has a keen interest

in whole farm production

systems, linking pasture and

crop production with animal

nutrition along with basic

financial budgets for farming

operations.
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Livestock Water Management in the Summer Bore Cleaning...

Have you cleaned your

bore lately??

Meet Mitchell:

Our Water

Management

Technician

Midwest Concrete Troughs are

known for their longivity.

Concrete troughs are:

>Highly weather resistant

>Stable & will not lose their shape

>Keep water cooler for longer

>Designed for animal safety &

access

>Require little maintenance once

installed

Livestock depending on the

animal breed, size and level of

activity will need higher

quantities of water. In extreme

heat, sheep and cattle can require

up to 80% more water than

normal.

Summer is upon us in the 
Highlands. Getting on top of 
your water management for 
livestock is crucial. Now is the 
time to get all your livestock 
watering needs set up.

Why are watering systems 
ideal?:

>Provide fresh, cool and an

adequate supply of water

>Provide ample access to

livestock to drink regularily
>Allow for easy maintenance for 
pipe & drainagefittings

>Allow easy access for cleaning 

Rapid Plas Pro-Tubs

troughs are durable and

long lasting. They have

raised floats, allowing the

trough to fill completely,

the float enclosure is

moulded as part of the

trough therefore making it

stronger. They come in 220,

600 & 1200Litres.

Many bores and pumps fail

because they are not

maintained properly, or

because gradual changes go

unnoticed.

Any of the following

symptoms will indicate a

problem with iron bacteria

or iron oxide deposits:

1.Rusty slime inside pipes

2.Cloudy, rusty water at

pump start-up

3.Reduced water flow from

the bore

4.Slimy deposits blocking

main lines and laterals

5.Unpleasant odor in water

pumped from the well

6.Slimy, rusty deposits in

drippers and sprinklers

Bores can be

decontaminated and/or

unclogged by using a range

of chemical and physical

processes.

Irrigation specialist, Chris,

has assisted several

members with treatment of

bores using OxaclicAcid.

This is a powerful powder

treatment designed to

dissolve calcium, break the

bond with the iron, and kill

bacteria. It can very quickly

clean up bore pump and

bore screens

We are delighted to

welcome Mitchell Harelle

to the Co-Op Water

Management Team!

Mitchell has previously

worked with both

Aquamann and SH Water

Plus. He brings with him

over 10 years of

experience in water

management, including

specialist knowledge in

the installation and

servicing of a wide range

of pumps across many

brands.

Whether the pump is for

your house & garden,

multistage, fire fighting,

bore or commercial,

Mitchell can assist. He is

available for all general

maintenance activities

- checking filter systems,

pump diagnosis & repair,

testing and maintenance

of irrigation systems, tank

installation and bore

installation.

Looking for a way to monitor your

water supply?

Detect and repair water supply

issues before they become a crisis.

A complete, simple solution for

the monitoring and management

of tank water and other liquids.

Gallager One

Tank system

with desktop

touchscreen

display
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We have a wide range of stock

in rural and metric poly pipe,

along with their fittings.

To the Right:

This bore pump had to be replaced due to iron content of the water. The

pump impellers (which draw up water from the hole) were badly

clogged with iron. This causes the pump to work overtime, then

overheat, then eventually cook itself and no longer work.
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It’s fair to say that the southern highlands are experiencing one of the best starts to summer in many years. In a season

like this, it’s a great opportunity for beef producers to actually set aside and review their program and direction.

There are several short-term goals that can be reviewed, now that the pressure of feeding stock has reduced significantly.

The greatest priority should be allocated to a review of herd fertility and how it has held up after the drought. More

significantly, how has fertility changed with the age profile of herds that may have retained more heifers than usual in

order to rebuild numbers.

It has been very common for many herds to have joined larger numbers of heifers. It’s important to remember that young

heifers on their first calves will take longer to return to oestrus than mature cows. In average fat scores (Fat Score 3) 2-

year-old heifers can be up to 21 days later than mature cows in average fat score.

This means that joining times need to reflect this difference. Many producers who are attempting to restructure their

joining times many be tempted to shorten their joining times. While this will condense calving in 2021, there is a high

chance many heifers – particularly those that are smaller, had later calves or are in lighter condition, may not have a

chance to rejoin. If you are rejoining a large number of heifers for 2021 calving, this may be an area you need to consider

and work through options of a slight extension of joining time.

It’s also important not to neglect an early pregnancy test for the breeding herd. With strong prices for restocking cattle

likely to continue into the early part of 2021, identifying cattle that have not rejoined gives an opportunity to offload them

into a strong market. It also frees up feed demand for the autumn and winter season.

While this summer is likely to be less hot than we experienced last year, there are bound to be some very hot periods. Part

of the review should be a focus on water supplies for cattle. Cows with calves can consume up to 150lts of water a day.

Water consumption is driven not only by the amount available, but also by the water temperature. When water exceeds

around 16 – 180 , consumption does decline. This has a direct impact on feed consumption and animal productivity.

It’s worth looking at water systems to consider how to ensure water doesn’t overheat. Areas to focus on include trough

depth, shading around the trough, pipes bringing water all combine to impact on temperature and eventual animal

productivity. With high consumption rates in cattle programs, flow rate from water supply to troughs shouldn’t be

overlooked.

This is my first column for the Bowral Co-op, and it’s a great opportunity to share some thoughts with members. Over

coming months, I will be working with the Co-op team to provide technical advice and input for beef producers. I have a

long background working in the beef industry, starting with NSW DPI as a District Livestock Officer (Beef Products)

before starting my own advisory service in 2013.

With my family we have moved from Tamworth to be closer to our family and so beef producers will see a lot more

RaynerAg activities along with shared events with the Co-op. My business provides on farm advice on all aspects of cattle

production including pregnancy testing by ultrasound. I am also a registered Stock & Station Agent, so I can sell and

market my client’s cattle.

If you are keen to discuss summer management strategies or to get some input into your beef program, please get in

touch with me, either on my website www.raynerag.com.au on Facebook at RaynerAg or give me a call on 0427 102 317.

Alastair Rayner – Beef Production Specialist – RaynerAg

SUMMER MANAGMENT FOR BEEF CATTLE
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oh HAYYYYYYYYYY..........

Do you have a Leaking Dam??

There is nothing more frustrating then seeing your valuable 
water resource leaking from your dam. Having the assurance 
of captured dam water for your livestock during summer is 
something you don't want to risk.
Bentonite is a type of clay that can also be used to plug dam/
pond leaks. When Bentonite gets wet, its wells too many times 
its original size and fills cracks and pore spaces to effectively 
seal the dam/pond bottom.
The Cooperative produce department sells Bentonite in 25kg 
bags or in 1.2 tonne bulk bags.
We have had a number of customers who have been satisfied 
with the product and end result.

Ask our staff or more details.

Meet Meg:

Our Produce

Assistant Manager

Meg, our Produce Assistant Manager and

resident Canadian, has been a vibrant

member of the Co-Op Team for close to 3

years.

Before moving to the Southern Highlands

where all of her immediate family resides,

Meg was a nursing assistant at a Palliative

Care home in Guelph, Ontario.

After moving to the Southern Highlands, she

spent time working for her parents at

Canaussie Weed Control, doing contract

spraying, fencing, re-establishing creek lines

with native trees, and some sheep and cattle

work along the way.

Meg is passionate about discussing livestock

feeding with customers, to ensure the best

feed is supplied to suit the needs and

situation of your livestock. She is continually

expanding her knowledge and always keen to

learn more.

Meg is also our Rapid Plas Store Champion,

and is trained in ArrowQuip Stockyard

Solutions.

Meg is on the Cooperative Marketing Sub

Committee and manages the Cooperative

social media for Produce, Agronomy and

Water Management.

Everyone is quite aware that Meg loves

animals. The weekly visits from her "regular"

dog customers brighten her day. And she

brightens theirs with a free treat while their

owner shops for feed or rural supplies.

Meg is enthusiastic about expanding our

stock lines for dog feed and has helped bring

in Prime 100, Single Protein Diet, and has

extended our near natural treat range.
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What an amazing turnaround in conditions compared to this time last year, and the

BOM now predicts continuing La Nina conditions over the coming summer.

Hay growers have indicated that hay making conditions will be challenging over the

next few months.

Frequent rain events , along with cooler weather has already had a large impact on

cereal hay , with low quality cereal hay been cut or, many growers deciding the risk of

hay making was too great and instead taking their crop through to grain (even where

the intended purpose was for hay).

Rye grass intended for baling was also affected and will be in short supply.

New season Lucerne hay will arrive instore shortly. Early indications are that it may be

lacking a bit of colour , though quality will be quite good.

The Lucerne will be tested and results available at Produce counter .

Compact Oaten Hay Compact Lucerne Hay Compact Rye/Clover

Lucerne Hay Ryegrass Hay
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Caring for Pets this Summer

Caring for our pets during hot 
weather is so important and 
you need to be prepared. 
Below are just some of the 
tips recommended.

Keep it cool.
Make sure your pets have 
shade available and on hot 
days bring pets indoors. Short 
nosed or flat faced dog breeds 
are also more susceptible to 
heat stroke.

Small Pets
Small pets such a rabbits, 
guinea pigs and birds are 
particularly susceptible to 
heat. Please bring these 
animals indoors on hot days 
and if possible give them 
access to laundry or bathroom 
cool tiles. If possible drape 
their outdoor cage with wet 
towels and an icepack or 
frozen bottle for the animal to 
lean up against. Most 
importantly access to shade 
all day. 

Water Water
Provide plenty of fresh, cool 
water in large containers and 
make sure the water is in the 
shade and may be add ice.

Take a dip

Cheap clam shell pools in

the shade are another way

for a dog to cool down. If

the yard is shared with

children make sure all

necessary caution is in

place, including fencing and

children supervision.

Hot surfaces

If you consider taking your

dog for walk on a hot day,

do it early. Be also very

careful to avoid hot paths

which may seriously

damage the dogs paws.

Monitor discomfort

If your pet appears to be in

discomfort, try wetting

their feet and misting water

on their face and body. This

is an option for dogs, cats,

ferrets, poultry and caged

birds. Be careful not to

saturate birds feathers as

this can lead to shock.

Animals in hot cars

Never leave your pet in the

car during warm weather. it

takes only minutes for an

animal to suffer an

agonising death if left in a

hot car. If you see an

animal locked in a car , dial

the police on 000.

A DAY FOR DOGS

"Everyone thinks they have the best dog, and they're

not wrong"

It's not a hidden fact that the Co-op staff love visits

from their regular furry friends.

We are hosting a day special for your furry friends:

The Bowral Co-Op's "A Day for Dogs"

WHEN: Saturday December 19th, 2020

TIME: 10am-12pm

WHAT TO LOOK FORWARD TO:

PAWS N WHISKERS PET SERVICES: Come meet

Chenelle, renowned for her training and outdoor dog

adventures

EMMA MARIE PHOTOGRAPHY

DOG CHRISTMAS PHOTOS

Who doesn't love to dress up your dog and get some

fun pictures with Santa

10AM- 12PM

FREE SAMPLES, RAFFLES

NEW GEAR IN RETAIL

ZOETIS: DOG WORMER

AND MUCHMUCHMORE

*A stainless steel automatic water bowl

with a removable drainage plug for

cleaning purposes

*High quality with a 3.75L capacity

*The quality bowl has a high level of

rust resistance

*Supplied with a high pressure float

(low pressure available on request)

*Wall mountable

*Features a hinged stainless steel lid for easy

access to float assembly

*There is only one moving part, a

polypropylene float arm which pivots on a

fulcrum pin

*An ingenious adjustable valve maintains a

constant level of water

Bainbridge Automatic Drinking Bowls: Nylon & Stainless Steel
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This is a COVID Compliant Event
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Why consider Steel Fencing?

Before and after bush fire photos of a

Gallagher Weston Fence

ArrowQuip:

Stockyard Solutions

Fencing is perhaps the most essential structure on a

rural property. The integrity of your fence

determines the safety and security of your

investments, your livestock, your crops and

machinery.

Yet there are so many fencing styles on the market,

that it can be hard to choose. There are many factors

to consider and rarely can you find easy comparison

information.

So here is the case for steel.

Steel fencing is affordable: Galvanised steel does not

require lengthy prepping to be ready to use, the

product you purchase goes straight into the ground.

No cutting, measuring, treating or painting. Saving

you time and dollars! How good is that?

Steel is built to last: Made to withstand Australia’s

extreme conditions - floods, damaging winds,

extreme heat and bushfire. Gal steel is manufactured

to meet or exceed standard industrial-grade

requirements, giving steel fencing an average life

expectancy of 50 years in rural areas and upwards

of 30 years in urban and coastal areas.

Steel is low maintenance: Unlike other fencing

materials, steel requires very little to no

maintenance, which again saves you time and

money.

The Bowral Co-op stocks a large range of steel fence

supplies from a number of reputable Brands,

including Waratah Fencing Supplies, Whites Rural,

and Gallagher. Come in and speak to our team of

experts about design and quotes.

The Bowral Co-op is a preferred dealer for

ArrowQuip Stockyard Solutions.

Since 1988, Arrowquip has made livestock

managment easier, faster and safer with

industry leading innovation and

technology advanced designs. From cattle

crushes to custom stockyard designs for

operations of any size, Arrowquip is the

solution for your livestock handling

needs.

As a preferred dealer, we work quite

closely with the team at Arrowquip. In the

past year they have helped design

stockyard systems for over 10 of our

customers/members, with great success.

Here is a testimonial from one of our

members:

"The crush has proven to be a real winner,

especially the head bale which is superb.

The fact that the crush can be opened up

"everywhere" makes it easy to get to any

part of the animal. At present we have a

cow recovering from mastitis. We can

swing the top part away to inject, and the

lower sections to milk her out. At the

same time the calf can be with mom at the

front, making it all a very calm procedure

for all"

Rod & Felicity Jamieson

Rod & Felicity

Jamieson

CANYONLEIGH
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"The yards are on a

slight slope but this

makes it easier for

the cattle to walk up

into the race. This is

the first time we have

used a round

stockyard. It is

excellent that the

cattle have no

corners to stick

themselves in. And

the cattle are

comfortable walking

around the edges

without restriction's

Rod Jamieson
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Summer Garden Tips By Dave:

Your Co-Op Garden Specialist

Benefits of Mulching

Mulch is natures blanket,

keeping soil cool in summer

and retaining the moisture in

the ground after watering/

rainfall.

Mulches are more gentle on the

soil than bark mulches, and

feed it as they break down,

however it does need replacing

over time.

Steps for Mulching:
1. Weed your gardens before 
mulching
2. Add a small amount of 
Planting compost, Cow manure, 
Whoflung dung or Organic Life to 
turn into your soil (this acts like a 
sponge, allowing your soil to hold 
on to moisture)
3. If your garden is bare, 
plant your desired flowers, herbs 
or vegetables
4. Add your choice of mulch 
on top of this, only about 5-10cm 
thick (if applicable work around 
existing plants)
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Tip #1.

Dead-head your roses:

Keep your roses flowering and remove crossing branches. Good

air flow through your plant helps to prevent disease .

Tip #2.

Always keep your tools clean and sharp.

This is to ensure your cuts are neat and clean. Remember to

disinfectant your tools so you don’t spread any diseases around

the garden.

Come in store and see our Felco range of secateurs.

Tip #3.

Thining out your fruit trees:

To get the best quality fruit you don’t want to overload your

branches. Prune out any dead or diseased branches or crossing

branches.

Netting your trees will prevent birds from eating/ruining your

fruit. Watch out for any insects on your fruit trees.

We have bird netting and a wide range of pesticides in store

Tip #4.

Keep on top of your broad leaf weeds in your lawn by spraying

with selective spray.

Fertilising your lawn every 3 months will keep your lawn green,

lush and healthy. Be careful not to cut your lawn to low in

summer or there is higher risk of lawn burning off and dying.

Jonathon and his lovely wife

Heidi have recently moved to

the area from Sydney earlier

this year and are also one of

our newest members of the

Bowral Co Op.

After spending some time

looking for the perfect

investment property here in

the Southern Highlands, they

first laid their eyes on a pretty

25 acre property called Finley

located in Berrima, trading

under the name of Hunta

Equestrian, (inspired by

property they owned in the

Hunter Valley).

Jonathon and Heidi along with

their fur baby “Buddy”, a 6

month old Golden Labrador

have developed an interest and

passion for sustainable

agriculture and land

regeneration.

They believe strongly in the

moto of:

“Leaving something better than

you found it”

The Cavana’s also have begun

acquiring an array of farm

animals such as chickens,

goats and pony’s and plan on

developing a an educational

program to help teach children

and their families about the

importance of sustainable

farming, along with opening a

children’s riding school that

also caters for children with

special needs.

Meet Our

Members:

Jonathon &

Heidi Cavana
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The Veggie Patch:

What to plant now for Summer Crops

Watering your Garden:

Do you have a Watering

System?
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During COVID, which found us spending a great deal 
more time at home than usual, Australians have started to

get creative with filling their time, and many discovered the

rewarding joy and financial savings of starting a family 
veggie patch

Here’s a list of herbs and vegetables that can be planted now:

Water is vital to plant health &

growth, but watering by hand

can be a hassle. Dragging hoses

between gardens, moving

sprinklers around, or even

having to take the time to water

each plant. Watering systems

take the hassle away. They're the

easiest way to give plants the

consistent moisture they need

for harvesting and blooming.

BENEFITS of a Watering

System:

#1. Install them once and leave

them in place all season long.

#2. Turn on the system to water

plants; no hoses or sprinklers to

move around.

#3. Customizable systems save

water by watering plants, not

paths.

#4. If you add a timer, your

garden will water itself

The most modern controllers

have rain delays, so if you know

there is going to be wet weather,

you can program to skip those

days.

Always try and water in the

early morning or evening, never

water in the middle of the day.

- Butter beans

- Climbing beans

- Basil

- Basil (Sweet)

- Beetroot

- Broccoli

- Brussel Sprouts

- Cabbage (green)

- Cabbage (chinese)

- Carrots

- Dill

- Kale

- Leek

- Lettuce

- Mint

- Oregano

- Parsley

- Parsnip

- Cauliflower

- Celery

If preparing a garden bed seems too hard, come and see our

easy to assemble corrugated garden beds, or our Vegepod

range.

- Potatoes

- Pumpkin

- Radish

- Silver Beet

- Thyme

- Tomatoes

- Turnip

- Chicory

- Coriander

-Corn

-Cucumber

Orbit 2-Port High Flow

Tap-Timer

Meet Our Members:

Alistar Wood of Fairdale Farm

The Woods family has along-standing 
history here with the Bowral Cooperative.

John Josiah Wood(Alastair’s Great 
Grandfather) who owned HillView 
(Glenquarry) one of the original dairy 
farmers and assisted in the opening of the 
Co-Op and held a place upon the first 
board of directors. James “Jim” Wood, 
Alastair’s Grandfather owned The Model 
Butchery in Bowral (near where 
Woolworths stands today).

Kelvin Wood first met Alastair’s mother 
Beryl, whom worked in the admin 
department of The Bowral Co-Op. Kelvin 
would wave to her through the window 
until one day plucked up the courage to 
ask her to the pictures. Kelvin also had a 
running joke with an unknown local at the 
CoOp. Kelvin one day wrote his  name on 
the front wall of the building, only to find 
one day this mystery person  had also 
scrawled their name just above his. For 
years they went on writing their names 
one above the other hoping to  finish in 
the highest position. Kelvin and Beryl 
went on to have 3 children. Julie, their 
daughter, whom also worked in the Co-Op 
admin department for several years. 

Alastair first started working on his 
father’s dairy farm when he was just 15  
years old. Kelvin had encouraged him to 
join as a member and purchase shares at 
the age of 19. This makes Mr.Wood one 
of our longest standing members having 
joined 50 odd years ago. Along with his  
wife Lesley, Alastair resides on their farm 
“Fairdale” on Joadja Road. Alastair moved 
out of the dairy industry & now  farms 
sheep and beef cattle. They have three 
children Olivia, Murray and Kerry  and 
share 5 grandchildren between them.

That shapes 7 generations of Woods are 
apart of the history of the Southern 
Highlands and the Bowral Co-operative.
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Retail Therapy this Xmas
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Meet Emily M:

Our Assistant Retail

Manager

Emily joined us in February of this

year, eager to rejoin the workforce after

spending the previous 10 years mostly

being at home raising her three

children, Ned 9, Lucy 8 and Douglas 3.

Born in Narrabri NSW and moved to

Bundanoon at the age of 6, Emily has

been in the Southern Highlands most of

her life.

Emily brings a diverse range of

experience to her role, having worked

as a Pharmacy Assistant, Fashion Retail

Assistant, and as a trainee veterinary

nurse at local Veterinary Clinics. She is

also a volunteer Bushfire Fighter with

Colo Vale RFS Brigade.

Two years ago, Emily was lucky enough

to realise her passion for flying, and

more specifically, flying helicopters.

She has commenced studies to become

a Commercial Helicopter Pilot, although

this is temporarily on hold as she has

been promoted to the greater

responsibility of Assistant Retail

Manager.

Despite limited prior experience in

agriculture , Emily has found herself

enjoying every aspect of her new role.

Not fazed by being thrown in the deep

end, she has developed a great passion

and understanding for steel and electric

fencing, animal and stock health, and

weed control.

Emily is on on the Marketing Sub

Committee and manages the

Cooperative social media for Retail.

Yes that’s right, 25 days until Xmas but whose counting in this extraordinary

year! We all love shopping, right or do we? Wikipedia tells us Retail therapy is

shopping with the primary purpose of improving the buyer's mood or

disposition……………really?

Well I don’t know about you, but spending quality time pushing and shoving

with fellow shoppers in a crowded shopping centre to a non negotiable timeline

doesn’t do much for my mood or anxiety……………..and heck let’s now throw in

Covid 19 for good measure.

Well we at Bowral Cooperative are going to make your life easier by not only

giving you our top 50 instore gift ideas, but we are also going to provide

convenient parking, Covid safe environment, knowledgeable staff and you

guessed it lots of Xmas specials.

So here we go and yes we also cater for your favourite pets…………….

1. Thomas Cook Ladies shirts / tops

2. Wranglers Ladies Shirts / t-shirts

3. Pure Western ladies Tops

4. Ariat riding tops

5. Wrangler ladies jackets

6. Pure Western unisex jeans

7. Wrangler unisex jeans

8. Bare Equestrian ladies tights

9. Thomas Cook Mens shirts /

jackets

10. Pure Weston Mens shirts / tops

11. Darcy Mens shorts

12. Thomas Cook Kids clothing

13. Wrangler kids clothing

14. Wrangler hats/ caps

15. Stetson hats / caps

16. Akubra hats

17. Thomas Cook boots

18. Baxter Drover boots

19. Ariat work and riding boots

20. Redback Work boots

21. Otway gumboots

22. Clogees

23. Unisex work / riding socks

24. Pikeur Show Jackets

25. Horse pilot / Pikeur jodhpurs

26. Saddleworld Xmas gifts

27. PDS Saddles

28. Prestige Saddles

29. Bates / Arena saddles

30. Thorowgood saddles

31. Ammo Pro saddles

32. Eskadron Saddle pads

33. Woof Wear saddle pads

34. Eurohunter Girths / saddle pads

35. Bucas horse rugs

36. Ariat tack bags

37. Zilco riding helmets

38. Thomas Cook bags / wallets

39. 2021 Diaries

40. Pet treats / accessories

41. Wrangler beach towels

42. Wallaby hill giftware

43. Garden tools

44. Plants / trees / pots

45. Coop gift vouchers

46. Saddleworld gift vouchers

47.Wrangler Belts

48. Vegepods

49. Equine Grooming Kits

50. Horse Training Books
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Healthy Hens

Stuart Fraser was born and

raised in the Southern

Highlands, Bowral NSW.

Him and his wife Jo have

been members for 15+ years

at the Bowral Co-Op.

Stuart has been breeding

poultry, manly show fouls

for over 60 years. At the

moment, he has four

different breeds and breeds

about 400/ year.

He is currently a judge for

show fouls at all the major

Royals Shows: Sydney,

Melbourne, Brisbane &

Tasmania.

Stuart is well known in the

Produce Shed for a great

chat about chickens and is

often more than happy to

provide advise to any other

customers in store at the

time.

Thank you Fraser for always

being so helpful.
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Meet Our Members:

Stuart Fraser

We met with Stuart Fraser, who we often find ourselves asking questions & tips for hen

health. Going into the summer motnhs, with the forecast of wet weather, you want to make

sure you hens are happy & healthy. There are common diseases that can occur from wet

weather:

Coccidiosis is a parasitic disease of the intestinal tract of animals caused by coccidian

protozoa. The disease spreads from one animal to another by contact with infected feces or

ingestion of infected tissue. Diarrhea, which may become bloody in severe cases, is the

primary symptom.

Suggested Treatment: The most popular treatment for coccidiosis is Amprolium, which

blocks the parasite's ability to uptake and multiply. Treatment is usually administered by

adding Amprolium to the chickens' water supply, however in some cases, where sick

chickens aren't eating or drinking enough, the medication is given orally.

Mites are parasites which live on the outside of the chicken and feed off their blood. They're

light grey in colour before they feed. Once they've fed and they're full of blood, though, they

turn red.

They feed at night when your flock has roosted, so your chickens' feet, legs, breast and vent

are particularly vulnerable.

Once daylight comes they leave the "host" and hide in crevices and cracks, bedding, only to

come out to feed again once darkness falls.

Suggested Treatment: Malaban wash is a really good treatment for mites. You simply dilute

15ml malaban wash / 1L of water. Fraser suggests that you leave to pen dirty and spray the

entire area of the coop/nesting boxes. Leave that for 1-2 days. In the meantime, dust your

hens with pestene powder, simply by holding them by their feet upside down and lightly

dusting under their wings and around their vent. Be very careful not to get any of the dust

near their faces.

They can then go back in the malaban sprayed pen. After the 1-2 days, clean out your pen

and refresh with bedding.

Fraser said it's best to worm your chooks every 6 months, but to

switch what wormer/drench are you are using in those two slots.

He suggest that worming with Panacur 10ml/ 1L and then 6

months later to worm with Kilverm or Piperazine Solution (best

to follow the intructions on these bottles).

Worming Your Hens Worming Solutions
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Summer Time & Equine
Meet Taleah:

Saddleworld

Retail

Assistant

Born in Mulgoa NSW, Taleah and her

two younger brothers grew up around

the different part of Western Sydney

before her parents made the descion to

move down to the Southern Highlands.

Growing up Taleah's parents knew she

had a great love for animals. They

would take her to the weekly Penrith

Markets where she would go for lead

pony rides for hours on end until

finally when she was old enough, she

started horse riding lessons which has

developed into a life long passion.

For many years Taleah competed in

Barrel Racing until recently, she

commenced lessons at a english riding

school which then sparked a change in

discipline to which she now enjoys

showjumping on her Warmblood x

Thouroughbred gelding named

"Mystery Park Shutterbug" (Bug).

Taleah along with her parents also own

a cattle stud out at Glenquarry, called

'Pemberton Speckle Park' where they

own around 200 head of Speckle Park

Cattle. She competes regularly showing

her cattle across Australia including

Sydney Royal, Melbourne Royal,

Adelaide Royal and many local shows.

Following her passion for cattle and

cattle showing Taleah spent 6 weeks in

Canada in 2018 when she was 14 years

old. During her time in Canada Taleah

learned many things about breeding

and genetics and gained alot of

knowledge and experience in a number

of areas surrounding animal health and

stock management.

As riders we love the longer days allowing us plenty of time to ride and spend time with

our equine friends.

Warm summer weather brings specific changes to your horse's health. Unfortunatley

their body type holds heat more efficiently than it disperses it, horses simply aren't

designed for summer weather.

Are they hydrated enough?, are they cool enough? are they protected from the everlasting

flies and bugs?. These are the concerns that we face for our equine friends.

Here's a couple of easy solutions to make sure your horse is comfortable and healthy:

Lick Blocks: The two elements that make up common table salt (Sodium & Chloride) are

not abundant in grasses and other natural feeds. But horses have natural appetites for

salt and will consume what they need from a salt block. Allowing your horse to have free-

choice access to a salt block is essential, especially during hot weather.

Hydration: Dehydration can cause serious health problems,

such as impaction colic and become lead to complication of

other conditions. Dehydration can occur any time of year, but

it is common in summer when fluid loss from sweating

outpaces a horse's intake through drinking.

Adding an electrolyte to your horses water or feed is an

excellent option , offer a second bucket of plain water so they

have the option to drink that as well.

FLIES FLIES FLIES

Annoying insects galore! Not just for us but for our horses as well.

They cause hooves to crack from stamping in response to flies & flies love

to gather around a horse's eye. They are attracted to the moisture which

can cause all sorts of issues.

We have a range of fly masks, cool rugs and insect repellent to make your

horse more comfortable.
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ANIMAL HEALTH : The Dreaded Pink Eye

Pinkeye (bovin keratoconjunctivis) is a highly infectious bacterial disease of the

eye that affects many cattle in Australia. The pink eye strain most commonly found

in Australia, is Moraxella bovis.

Bright sunlight and physical irritation from factors such as wind and long grass

will make cattle more predisposed to contracting Pink Eye as it affects the outer

protective layer of the eye allowing the bacteria to enter. Adult cattle are quite

often the carriers of Pink Eye while being asymptomatic, while younger stock are

more susceptible to being infected due to their underdeveloped immune systems.

Animals that have been infected with the bacteria experience:

- Ulceration of the cornea (white cloudy spot in the middle of the eye)

- Inflammation of the eye membrane

- Thickened yellow/red ulcer

- Excess tear production

If left untreated, the ulcer will progress further to an abscess and will rupture

causing the eye to shrink and result in scarring and most likely blindness.

The bacteria is spread most commonly via flies as they carry the bacteria and cross

contaminate through-out the herd.

A recent Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) report estimated that Pink Eye costs

Australian beef farmers around $23.5 million annually in loss of production and

for the treatment of the infection.

There are a few select ways to prevent and treat Pink Eye including:

- Avoiding yarding stock during dry and dusty conditions

- Pasture improvement/ thistle control

- Fly control- Integrated Pest Control with products such as Coopers Easy-Dose

- Vaccinated stock with Pilliguard 3-6 weeks before the onset of Pink Eyes season

which can be used on calves as young as 2 week old

- For treatment, use Leader Products Pinkeye Patches or Zoetis Terramycin

Pinkeye Aerosol or Powder
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Meet Rachel:

Our Retail

Assistant

Rachel moved to the Southern

Highlands 2 years ago to pursue her

passion of working in the agricultural

industry while studying her degree at

university. She always knew from a

young age she was going to work with

animals and strived throughout her

schooling years to get into University

to study animal sciences.

She is now in her final year of

completing her Bachelor’s Degree of

Veterinary Technology and has also

just received her Certificate IV in

Veterinary Nursing. While living in

the Southern Highlands she

accumulated her own menagerie of

animals consisting of a Muscovy

drake called Quack, a Palomino horse

called Texas, a rabbit called Achilles

and a lamb named Taters.

Working at the Co-op has aided in

honing her animal health skills while

also giving her the opportunity bring

her newborn lamb into work with her

when needed. A lot of customers came

to know and love Taters and had

frequent in store cuddles with him.

Rachel and her partner delivered

Taters via caesarian section after a

difficult birth and he has been by her

side ever since.

To the Right:

Taters the Lamb

& Texas the

Palomino Horse
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STEP 1: DISCUSS

STEP 2:PREPARE

STEP 3:KNOW

STEP 4: KEEP
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Pre-season pump checks are a fantastic way to prevent system break downs, or rectify issues before it becomes a nonoperational

system.

Inspect foot valve for any debris and ensure the valve is not blocked. If pumping from a dam, check the strainer is not sitting in

mud- use a float system to lift valve off the bottom of the dam.

Check for leaking hoses, ensure fittings are tight.

Ensure pump is primed before start up- The Davey HS pump range has an in-built air purging valve which helps remove air from

the pump and suction during original priming and during normal operation.

Replace fuel in fire-fighting pumps as stale fuel can prevent pumps from starting up.

Startup your pump to check and see if your discharge flow has decreased or if it is no longer doing the job it was once required to

do. If it has decreased these are some of the possible signs to look for – your suction line could have collapsed, pipe/fittings leaking

or a damaged or worn impeller or wear plate.

Check pump impellors for wear

Pressure gauge installed is a good monitoring tool. A change in pressure can mean an operational issue is occurring.

To determine the cause of any decrease in flow, the discharge pressure and the suction vacuum should be measured while the pump

is operating. A higher-than-normal discharge pressure reading will indicate a decrease in suction vacuum, and could be a sign of a

clogged or partially clogged discharge line, a closed valve, air unable to evacuate or any obstruction outboard of the point the gauge

was installed into the discharge line.

Be aware of noise changes in pumps- a noisy pump can mean cavitation. This can be caused by a suction lift that is too high, a

suction hose that is too long, plugged or has a collapsed lining, a clogged strainer, a combination of any of these, or a problem on the

discharge side of the pump.

Failing bearings can also cause excessive noise. Noise should be qualified as mechanical or hydraulic noise. Run the pump briefly

without water. If the noise is no longer present, it is of a hydraulic nature. If the noise is present after removing the product, then it

is mechanical.

This can also indicate capacitor issue, use Mega meter to check life of the capacitor.

Capacitor reading should be within plus or minus 5 of its rating.

PUMPS: A SEASONAL CHECKLIST

ARE YOU PREPARED?:

Four simple steps to making your

bush fire survival plan

Visit the NSW Rural Fire Service for your BUSHFIRE

SURVIVAL PLAN & Download OR pick up a booklet

from Emily M in the Retail Department

https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au

To the Right:

Single Stage Davey

Firefighter (yellow)

Twin Stage Davey

Firefighter (red)

Equipped with 40mm

camlock suction
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The Funny Bits
Q: Why won't the working dog listen to farmers sheep jokes??

A: Because he's herd them all

Q. Why shouldn't you tell a secret on a farm?

A. Because the potatoes have eyes and the corn has ears!

Q. What new crop did the farmer plant?

A. Beets Me!

Q. What farm animal keeps the best time?
A. A watch dog

Resident Cat Russell is

ready for Christmas

Christmas Trees Available:

First week of December

HIGH RANGE

FARM CONTRACTING

TIM IRELAND

Mob: 0428 480 661

E: tandjireland@skymesh.com.au

Grass Castle Lawn Seeding

-Lawn Rejuvinations

- Seeded lawns

Noel

PH: 0423 944 581

Fully Insured Free Quotes

Can Aussie Weed Control

All types of weed control & rural

fencing

Glenn & Pamela Frost

0419 612 388

gvfrost@bigpond.com

MICIAN TREES & GARDEN

Mick Parker: 0414 289 554

Ian Parker: 0404 275 624

mician.com.au

EQUINE*CAT*CANINE

MUSCLE RELEASE THERAPY

Amy Fisher, Practitioner

0438 537 719

amy.emrt.practitioner@gmail.com

DOG ADDICTION

GROOMING SALON

P.0447 822 144

Affordable Luxury for your dogs

*Located at the Bowral Co-Op*

FLOCCO FORMCRETE

STRUCTURES

Formwork & Concrete civil

Structures

ffsteamcomcreting@gmail.com

Coochie HydroGreen

Your Lawn Care Specialist

Hugh McLeod

0414 661 309

www.coochie.com.au


